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To whom it may concern
Hull City Council (HCC) have been working with Bamford doors since 2006, in this time
Bamford’s have designed, manufactured and installed various solutions for many different
situations and applications across the City including:•
•
•
•

Full scope security solutions to high and low rise blocks of flats. Packages have
included security doors, door entry & access control systems.
Replacement doors / Asset improvement.
Refurbishment & new build.
On demand repairs & temporary solutions.

HCC have found that Bamford Doors have a very good understanding of social housing
requirements, and can be relied upon to work well with the HCC client team, enabling
them to deliver a diverse range of bespoke solutions tailored to the particular
circumstances of a building, whilst still complying with DDA regulations and the client team
security requirements. Bamford Doors are always competitive when quoting for works and
deliver a quality final product on time with minimum fuss.
Vandalism and anti-social behavior issues are amongst the main reasons HCC raise
works orders to Bamford Doors. Following installation of Bamford Doors, it is always noted
that there is a drastic reduction in maintenance and that the level of vandalism to other
building services such as passenger lifts and communal lighting installations drop.
Through these obvious savings the security door replacement projects become self
funding and often pay for themselves within the first or second year. In addition HCC
Caretakers and Housing staff often report that tenants comment on how much safer the
buildings feel and that the doors look very good once fitted.
Should you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours Sincerely
Michael Illingworth
Program Manager.
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